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INTRODUCTION
Education system forms the backbone of every nation. And hence it is important to provide a strong educational foundation to the young generation to ensure
the development of open-minded global citizens securing the future for everyone.
Advanced technology available today can play a crucial role in streamlining education-related processes to promote solidarity among students, Professors and the university staff [25].
Automation is the utilization of technology to replace human. By automating
documents that took up many large storage rooms can be stored on a few disks or
server. Transcript images can be annotated. It reduces the time to retrieve old transcripts from hours to seconds, and it reduces the waste of money and effort in this
area, and thus we get more accurate results, to manage our educational institutions
[23].
Registration department of Al Ameed University its strong belief in the great
and effective role it plays in serving the educational process at the university has
been and continues to strive to overcome all the difficulties faced by students with
the great belief in the need to communicate between the university and the students.
Based on the sense of responsibility towards our young generations, we have
created this website. Al Ameed University has a wide internet space where no learner
or science is hindered by geographical or time constraints [3].
As we are in registration department we apply the educational system in accordance with the regulations, rules, and rules in force in the university in terms of
admissions policies and registration and transfer procedures and follow-up of the
educational process for students from admission to graduation. It was incumbent
upon us in this prestigious university to make a special path for ourselves. In line
with the development and openness to the world and adapt to the requirements of
modern scientific and technological progress [17]. This has been translated through
several procedures, including the establishment of this website, which we tried to
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serve the university students on the one hand providing the information that the student may need, such as study plans, in addition to the laws, regulations, and instructions applicable to the university and the various advertisements. We also tried
through this site to provide different services for site surfers and researchers looking
for information about the admission mechanisms for the various disciplines offered
by the university, How happy we are when we provide accurate information to those
looking for it from anywhere in this wide world to be the link between us and them.
Goal and objectives
Goal of research is create a web application to manage student's information
in the registration department of Al Ameed University by using automated student
database management system in place of papers.
In order to achieve the general objective, the following list of specific objectives is set:
• design and create a database to store university data;
• design a web application for manage database of the university;
• choose tools for realization system;
• realization of the university management system;
• testing of the web application.
Structure of the thesis
The thesis consists of four chapters, introduction, conclusion and reference
list.
In chapter one, the project area and problem statement are presented, a brief
description of the registration department at the university, as well as disadvantages
of present manual working system and given comparative analysis of current universities sites.
In chapter two, there is a description of functional and non-functional requirements, use case diagram, database scheme and the design of the application interfaces.
7

In chapter three, we defined the platform for modern technologies for web
development, show deployment diagram for web application and show several segment of PHP-code for implementing the basic functionality.
Chapter four for testing of the web application, we presented functional testing and some interfaces of web application.
The thesis has 58 pages and list of references contains 28 resources.
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1. PROJECT AREA
This chapter works, analyses and discuss the needing this website, the
problem of the current website, the best current website development technologies
available, and technologies used to development present working system.
1.1. Problem Description
In this project, we are discussing the data management system of Al Ameed
University. Al Ameed University consists of five departments: Department of
Electronics and Communication Engineering (ECE), Department of Medical
instruments Techniques Engineering (MITE), Department of Electrical Power
Techniques Engineering (EPTE), Department of Computer Engineering and
Information Technology (CEIT), Department of Dentistry.
1.1.1. Registration Department
Al Ameed University is an educational institution with 5000 students, this
number is incrementable. The registration department at Al Ameed University is
responsible for registering the students at the university and managing their data.
When registering a new student at the university, the Dean records all the
information about the student such as name, phone number, email, gender, country,
birthdate, gives the student the username and password to use the electronic system,
and also when transferring a new teacher to the university. The Dean records all the
information about the teacher such as name, gender, birthdate and add it to the
department by the teacher's specialty and give it the username and password to use
the system. Then, the Dean classifies students enrolled in the university according
to the specific scientific department. According to the stage of the study, each
department has study materials and has specific scientific tasks, at the end of the
semester there is an authority for the Dean and the teacher to evaluate the student
scientifically by degrees.
When the teacher is added to a specific department, the teacher is responsible
for teaching a specific course of study with a number of hours and units and taught
by the teacher to a special stage in a particular semester, The teacher can also add
9

tasks in the courses he is studying where each task has a title and a text with a date
for the start and end of the task, and he can also add a mark to the student in a special
course taught by the teacher.
When adding a student to a specific department, where the student can see the
courses he is studying and also can see the tasks that are added to each course by the
Dean or teacher and also he can solve that task and send it and can see the marks
that added by the teacher or Dean.
The Department of Registration at the Al Ameed University requires an
electronic system to manage students' information. To achieve this electronic
system, must build a database to keep information teachers and students and arranges
them to deal with them and complete the administrative processes. In addition to that
retrieving records of students who have graduated of years ago has been a difficult
task and the manual system also has a difficulty of producing different reports which
are required by the stakeholders such as Professors, administrators or officials.
1.1.2. Disadvantages of Present Manual Working System
• The data storage is relatively difficult in papers, files, and registers. The
retrieval of any data is time-consuming;
• possibility of loss of data;
• the possibility of errors during the transfer of grades from the exam paper
to the records of grades;
• number of workers dealing with the student information management;
• this paper system requires big material cost, in addition to the information
that is managed by the paper system, which is exposed to penetration and change by
persons who are not authorized to do so;
• important data managed by the paper system are susceptible to damage due
to burning or drowning;
• difficulty in extracting student data from old documents;
• the paper system needs large size to store paper documents;
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• the difficulty of access to the important data for the production of statistical
reports used in the development of Al Ameed University at the scientific and
physical levels.
To help promote students achievement and success, the university must have
access to complete, accurate, and timely information about students. One of the benefits of this system that the student record system will simplify retrieval of the required information and is a great instrument for university improvement by taking
measures from the information acquired.
We use Web-based applications because are easier to develop, more useful
for your users, easier to install, maintain and keep secure [28].

1.2. Comparative Analysis of Current Universities Sites
Here a comparative analysis of two analogical systems in different universities is discussed.
There is an analogical site with the same functionality. It is the site of the
University of Baghdad. It has on the home page the following sections: the navigation bar has logo of university and buttons for (home, about, university formation,
journal and scientific research, student and graduate, it services) and has icon for
search and icon for translate to another language and has news about university [2].
Fig. 1 shows the Home page of University of Baghdad.

Fig. 1. Home page of university of Baghdad
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Here we compare with the site of the University of Babylon where the official
website of the University contains a bar at the top containing the logo of the university and some functions: presidency, news, journals, conferences, facilities and centers and three buttons at the top of the search and about the university and the staff
and button to convert the site from English to Arabic and has a lot of news about
university and scholarship [1]. Fig. 2 shows the Home page of University of Babylon.

Fig. 2. Home page of university of Babylon

These sites reported the most important news about the university, our site, in
addition to presenting the most important and latest news about the university, is an
educational site benefiting the students, Where it contains all the courses that the
student must study in the university and contains the tasks required to be solved by
the student in specific courses and also contains an evaluate to student all these
things can be found in our site.
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2. DESIGN OF THE WEB APPLICATION
2.1. Requirements
The requirement phase involves the gathering of necessities and demands of
each category of user dean, teacher and student .then prioritizing these requirements
like software system availability [26].
The requirements are of 2 types:
Functional Requirements
Administrator (dean) Requirement.
1. To create a user-friendly interface this is easily interpretable.
2. To have a stable system performance.
3. To provide security for the portal to avoid the intervention of outsiders
4. To have easy maintainability of the portal
5. To be able to integrate the portal with an additional feature in the future
with disturbing the portal basic structure and framework.
The features that are available for the Dean.
1.

The dean can add a new student.

2.

The dean can add a new teacher.

3.

The dean can add a new department.

4.

The dean can add and update personal information to users of the students

and teachers.
5. The dean can add, update and delete course for students.
6. The dean can add, update and delete marks for students.
7. The dean can add, update and delete tasks for students.
8. The dean can pass students to a new stage.
The features that are available for the Teacher.
1.

The teacher can view department.

2. The teacher can view the course.
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3. The teacher can view information about himself and information about
other teacher and other students.
4. The teacher can add, update and delete marks for students.
5. The teacher can add, update and delete tasks for students.
The features that are available for the Student.
1. The student can view the department.
2. The student can view the course.
3. The student can view marks.
4. The student can view tasks.
5. The student can view information about himself and information about
other student and other teachers.
Non-Functional Requirements:
A) Security.
We are going to develop a secured database. There are various group of users
namely Administrator, Teacher, Student who will be viewing either all or some specific information from the database. Depending on the group of user the arrival rights
are determined. It means if the user is an administrator then he can be able to change
the data, append, etc. All other users only have the rights to return the information
around the database.
B) Performance.
The suggest system that we are going to develop will be used as the major
performance system for providing support to the university in managing the whole
database of the student studying in the university.
C) End User Criteria.
Usability is the scope to which specified users to attain specified goals with
activity, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified case of use can use a product.
From the end users’ view, the system should be designed in such a way that it is easy
to learn and use, efficient and having few errors if any [1].
D) Maintainability.
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The system should be easily extensible to add new functionalities at a later
stage. It should also be easily updated to make changes to the features and functionalities.
E) Safety.
The database may get destroyed at any sure time due to virus or operating
system fail. Therefore, it is required to take the database backup.
System Requirements:
System Development Software Tools:
•

MySQL database to store and secure information;

•

HTML, CSS, JavaScript, PHP to develop the system;

•

PhpMyAdmin for testing the application during development.

System Hardware Development Tools:
•

Microprocessor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6200U CPU @ 2.3 GHz;

•

RAM: 8 GB of RAM;

•

Hard Disk: 1 terabyte (TB) on installation drive Operating Systems;

•

Windows 10 Pro 64 bits Operating System for developing this system.

2.2. Use Case Diagram
UML Unified Modeling Language is a standardized modeling language
consisting of an integrated set of diagrams, developed to help system and software
developers for visualizing, constructing, specifying and documenting the artifacts of
software systems, as well as for job modeling and other non-software systems[4].
The UML represents a set of best engineering practices that have certain success in
the modeling of large and complex systems. The UML is a very important part of
developing object-oriented software and the software development process. The
UML uses generally graphical notations to express the design of software projects.
Using the UML helps project teams explore potential designs, communicate, and
validate the architectural design of the software.
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A use-case model describes a system's functional requirements in expressing
of use cases [19]. It is a model of the system's intended functionality (use cases) and
its environment (actors). Use cases enable you to link what you need from a system
to how the system delivers on those needs.
Fig. 3 shows the Use case diagram for the university management system.

Fig. 3. Use case diagram

Use case diagram consists of three actors Dean, Teacher, and Student, and
consist of twelve use case.
(Create, Read, Update, Delete)
Use case “CRUD department” this use case can be controlled by dean only.
Use case “CRUD teacher” this use case can be controlled by dean only.
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Use case “CRUD student” this use case can be controlled by dean only.
Use case “CRUD course” this use case can be controlled by dean only to add
a new course to a special department.
Use case “CRUD mark” this use case can be controlled by dean and teacher
to add a mark to students.
Use case “CRUD task” this use case can be controlled by dean and teacher to
add a task to students in special courses.
Use case “View department” this use case available to teacher and student.
Use case “View course” this use case available to teacher and student to show
the courses.
Use case “View mark” this use case available to the student to show his mark.
Use case “View &solve task” this use case available to the student to show
the tasks and solve it.
Use case “View student’s information” and Use case “View teacher’s information” these use cases available to the dean, teacher, and student.
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2.3. Database Design
Database design is the organization of data according to a database model.
The designer determines what data must be stored and how the data elements interrelate [13]. With this information, they can begin to fit the data to the database
model. Database design involves classifying data and identifying interrelationships.
Databases form the common component of many software systems, including mission-critical transaction processing systems and multi-tier Internet applications.
A database schema is the skeleton structure that represents the logical view of
the entire database [5]. It defines how the data is organized and how the relations
among them are associated. It formulates all the constraints that are to be applied to
the data.
We decided to specify the following tables of the database:
•

the table Department that saved the name of departments;

•

the table for the Teacher that adds scientific degree to teacher and add a

teacher to the department;
•

the table for the Course that saved the information of Courses like Course

name, Hours, Units, Stage, Semester, Department, and Teacher;
•

the table for the Task that saved the information of tasks like Task Title,

Text, Course, Start Date, and End Date;
•

the table for the Student that add a student to the department and stage;

•

the table for the Student Task that saved the information of student’s task

like Task, Student, Date, and Result;
•

the table for the Mark that saved the information of marks like Course,

Student, Mark, and Date;
•

the table for the User that saved the information of users like Username,

Password, Firstname, Lastname, Email, Phone, Birthdate, Gender, User type, and
Country;
•

the table Country that saved the name of countries.
18

The database schema is shown in the fig. 4. It contains 9 tables, Described
below.

Fig. 4. Database scheme

The table “Department” save the department that added by the dean in university, it contains id and department name. It contains 2 fields as in the fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Structure of table “Department”

The table “Teacher” contains information to add scientific degree to teacher
and add a teacher to the department by the Dean in university, it contains id, user_id,
department_id and degree. It contains 4 fields as in the fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Structure of table “Teacher”

The table “Course” save the courses that added by the dean to the student in
university, the course table includes: course_id, course name, teacher_id, department_id, hours, units, stage and semester. It contains 8 fields as in the fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Structure of table “Course”

The table “Task” save the tasks added by the dean or by the teacher to student
in university, it contains t_ id, task_title, course_id, text, start_date, and end_date. It
contains 6 fields as in the fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Structure of table “Task”

The table “Student” contains information to add the student to a department
and stage by the Dean in university, it contains id, user_id, department_id, and stage.
It contains 4 fields as in the fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Structure of table “Student”

The table “Task Info” It stores information about student’s task it contains id,
tasks_id, student_id, result, and date. It contains 5 fields as in the fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Structure of table “Task Info”
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The table “Mark” save the marks that added by the dean or by the teacher to
student in university, it contains id, course_id, student_id, mark, and date. It contains
5 fields as in the fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Structure of table “Mark”

The table “User” contains the information of the users that register in the university. This table saves user_id and the username of the user and saved the encrypted password to maintain from the hacker and save all information about the
users like FirstName, LastName, email, gender, phone, birthdate, country and UserType student or teacher. It contains 11 fields as in the fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Structure of table “User”
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The table “Country” save country_id and country_name. It contains 2 fields
as in the fig. 13.

Fig. 13. Structure of table “Country”

2.4. Interface Design
Providing a successful web application is required a good user interface, UI
design can make or break the success of your website or application in web design,
great user interface, or UI design, is all about helping the user to perform a specific
task as simply and efficiently as possible [24].
We will implement future views of an application. Fig. 14 shows the “Home
page” for the web site of the university. It contains the navigation bar in the top of
the page is contained in the left side Logo for university (Al Ameed University) and
contains: “Home”, “Department”, “Contact Us”, “About Us”, “Useful Links”,
“Login” and in the right side we see search box with button to submit search. Slider
in the middle of the main page that shows in it the photo of university, and down of
slider we show “Services of University” Like (Our Message, Our Vision, Goals) and
we can show the “Latest News” about the university and can read the welcome word
to the dean, and contain the social media that the user can follow the university, and
footer, in the end, contain (© 2018-2019), this page accessible by all users.
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Fig. 14. “Home page”

Fig. 15 shows the page for “Login”. In this page the user must enter username
and password, after that press button “Sign in” to use windows web application, it’s
accessible by all user in university.

Fig. 15. “Login page”
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Admin (Dean) Interfaces
Fig. 16 shows “index page” this page contains all main functions in the system for admin (dean).

Fig. 16. “Index page”

Fig. 17 shows “Add Course”. This page contains all the information about
adding a new course to students like Course Name, Hours, Units, Stage, Semester,
Teacher and Department, it can be accessed by the dean.

Fig. 17. “Add Course”
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Fig. 18 shows “Course Information”. This page contains all the information
about the course that added by Dean to the students where the Dean can add a new
course by pressing the button to add a new course, and he can update or delete the
existing course, it can be accessed by the dean.

Fig. 18. “Course Information”

Fig. 19 shows “Add Mark” this page contains all information to add a mark
to the student like Course Name, Student Name Mark and Date, it can be accessed
by dean or teacher to add a mark to the student in a special course.

Fig. 19. “Add Mark”
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Fig. 20 shows the “Pass Student “. This page contains the name of the department, the stage, the year, and contain table with three columns: First name, last name
of the student and column for select student, and contain pass button below the table,
where the Dean selects a group of students through the box in the select field and
pressing the button to pass Students into a new stage, which can be accessed by the
dean of the university.

Fig. 20. “Pass Students”

Fig. 21 shows “Add Student to Department” In this page, the dean can add a
student to a special department with a special stage and also the Dean can display
all information about the student by calling from the user table.

Fig. 21. “Add Student to Department”
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Fig. 22 shows “Add Task” this page contains all information to add a task to
the student like Course Name, Task Title, Text, Start Date and End Date, it can be
accessed by dean or teacher to add a new task to the student in a special course.

Fig. 22. “Add Task”

Fig. 23 shows “Add Teacher to Department” In this page, the dean can add a
teacher to a special department with a special degree and also the Dean can display
all information about the teacher by calling from the user table.

Fig. 23. “Add Teacher to Department”
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Fig. 24 shows “Add User” this page contains all information to add new users
like UserName, Password, UserType FirstName, LastName, Gender, E-mail, Phone,
Birthdate and Country it can access by the dean to add a new user to system either
teacher or student.

Fig. 24. “Add User”

Teacher Interfaces
Fig. 25 shows “Index page” it contains all main function that Available to
the teacher in the system.

Fig. 25. “Index page”
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Fig. 26 shows “Course page” it contains Department Name and Courses, the
teacher can choose any course in any department he wants, to see information about
this course.

Fig. 26. “Course page”

Fig. 27 shows “Course information” this page contains Course Name, Hours,
Units, stage, semester and teacher, the teacher can see this information about the
course that he selected in a special department.

Fig. 27. “Course Information”
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Fig. 28 shows “Mark page” it contains Course Name and Add Mark, the
teacher can add a mark to the student in any course taught by the teacher.

Fig. 28. “Mark page”

Fig. 29 shows “Add Mark” this page contains all information to add a mark
to the student like Course Name, Student Name, Mark and Date, it can be accessed
by dean or teacher to add a mark to the student in a special course.

Fig. 29. “Add Mark”
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Fig. 30 shows “Task page” it contains Course Name and Add Task the teacher
can add a Task to the student in any course taught by the teacher.

Fig. 30. “Task page”

Fig. 31 shows “Add Task” this page contains all information to add a task to
the student like Course Name, Task Title, Text, Start Date, End Date, it can accessed
by dean or teacher to add a new task to the student in a special course.

Fig. 31. “Add Task”
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Student Interfaces
Fig. 32 shows “Index page” this page contains all main function that available to students in the system.

Fig. 32. “Index page”

Fig. 33 shows “Mark page” this page contains Course Name and Show Mark
the Student can view mark in any course he had studied.

Fig. 33. “Mark page”
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Fig. 34 shows “Show Mark” this page contains Course Name, Year, student
Name, and Mark the Student can view mark in any course he had studied and selected to show the mark.

Fig. 34. “Show Mark”

Fig. 35 shows “Tasks page” this page contains Course Name and Show Task
the Student can view tasks in any course he had studied.

Fig. 35. “Task page”
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Fig. 36 shows “Show Task” this page contains all information about the task
like Course Name, Year, Task Title, Text, Start date, End Date and Solve, the Student can view task in any course he had studied and selected to show the task and he
can press the button to solve the task if he wants to solve it.

Fig. 36. “Show Task”

Fig. 37 shows “Solve Task” this page contains Course Name, Year, Student
Name, Task Title, Solve and Date, the Student can solve the task in a special course
he had studied it and press button submit\t to send the solution to teacher.

Fig. 37. “Solve Task”
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3. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WEB APPLICATION
3.1. Definition of Platform for Modern Technologies for Web development
Many new web technologies are ruling in the world of web application development trends nowadays and much more is yet to come. It is because of trends in
web application development change at a faster rate beyond our expectation. That’s
why it is important to go ahead with the new web trends that are going to rise instead
of focusing on the trends we have till now.
Web technologies like frameworks, programming languages and Instruments can be
distributed according to these categories:
1) frameworks are sets of program libraries, tools, and components orderly in
an architecture system allowing developers to build and maintain complex web application projects using active and quick approach [29].Web Application Frameworks are designed to streamline programming and promote code reuse by setting
forth folder guidelines, documentation, organization and structure, and libraries (reusable codes for popular functions and classes) like:
- Bootstrap - a free and open-source front-end framework for developing websites and web applications. It contains HTML- and CSS-based design templates for
typography, forms, buttons, navigation, and other interface components, as well as
optional JavaScript extensions [22];
2) programming languages are ways to communicate with computers and tell
them what to do.
Programming Languages
HTML is a (Hypertext Markup Language) which is, in reality, a backbone of
any website. Every website can’t be structured without the knowledge of HTML
[11]. Because it is an independent language that can be used on any platform such
as Windows, Linux, Macintosh, and so on. To display a document in the web it is
essential to mark-up the different elements (headings, paragraphs, tables, and so on)
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of the document with the HTML tags. To view a mark-up document, the user has to
open the document in a browser.
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) is used to control presentation, formatting, and
layout. When changes are made in one style sheet, CSS enables these changes across
all the style sheets [9]. It allows you to develop the overall look of your website.
That CSS is concerned with elements of presentation such as layout, font, and color.
JavaScript is a client-side programming language which helps web developer
to do Web Application Development by implementing custom client-side scripts.
JavaScript helps web developers to make web pages dynamic and interactive by implementing custom client-side scripts [20]. They can even combine JavaScript,
HTML, and CSS to create web pages that look good across browsers, platforms, and
devices.
PHP using for developing dynamic web applications that is one of the most
popularly used languages to create websites because; it is an open source which
makes it really cost-effective to work on. The error detection in PHP is easier as the
language is highly efficient [16]. It is among the fastest languages available and it
processes the data very fast. Its high usability, it is training and acquiring talent is
risk-free.PHP is a very powerful server-side scripting language, PHP script can be
embedded directly into the heart of HTML code.PHP is suitable with different web
servers like Microsoft’s IIS and Apache as well. All the PHP scripts are run on the
server and it supports different databases like MySQL, Solid, Generic ODBC, Oracle, etc. however, it is generally used with MySQL [14];
3) instruments used in web application development.
AppServ is a next-generation PHP infrastructure consisting of a lightningfast web server completely written in PHP including additional frequently needed
services in one powerful bundle. We can use all of the services or only specifically
selected services in our application with no additional tweaks. In this system installed and used App server on windows 10 pro because it is Simple package for
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programming that turns our PC to Web Server and Database Server [18].AppServ is
a full-featured of Apache, MySQL, PHP, phpMyAdmin.
MySQL is a freely available open source Relational Database Management
System (RDBMS) that uses Structured Query Language (SQL)[21].used on the web,
runs on a server, ideal for both small and large applications, very fast, reliable, and
easy to use, compiles on a number of platforms, free to download and use. MySQL
is the most popular database system used with PHP [7].
PhpMyAdmin is a free and open source administration tool for MySQL and
Maria DB. As a portable web application written primarily in PHP, it has become
one of the most popular MySQL administration tools, which is frequently used for
web-based interactive programs [6] .phpMyAdmin translates what your entry into
the web browser, sends queries to the MySQL database, and translates the returned
information back to web format.
InnoDB – A (database engine) is the underlying software component that a
DBMS uses to create, read, update and delete (CRUD) data from a database [3].This
is the default storage engine for MySQL. It provides transaction-safe tables, supports
FOREIGN KEY referential-integrity constraints [15].

3.2. Deployment Diagram for Web Application
Deployment diagram is a structure diagram which shows the architecture of
the system as a deployment (distribution) of software artifacts to deployment targets.
Artifacts represent concrete elements in the physical world that are the result of a
development process. Examples of artifacts are executable files, libraries, archives,
database schemas, configuration files [8]. Fig. 38 shows deployment Diagram.
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Fig. 38. UML deployment Diagram

3.3. Several Segment of PHP-Code for Implementing the Basic Functionality
Fig. 39 shows the function for login in the system by entering the username
and password for the user.

Fig. 39. Login form
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Fig. 40 shows the function for Add student or teacher to the system, this function can be controlled by dean.

Fig. 40. Add student or teacher

Fig. 41 shows the function for Add Course to the department in university,
this function can be controlled by the dean.

Fig. 41. Add Course
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Fig. 42 shows the course information.

Fig. 42. Show Course information

Fig. 43 shows the function for Add Task to the student, this function can be
controlled by dean and teacher user.

Fig. 43. Add Task to Student
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Fig. 44 shows the function for Add Mark to the student, this function can be
controlled by dean and teacher user.

Fig. 44. Add Mark to Student
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4. TESTING OF THE WEB APLLICATION
4.1. Functional Testing
Functional testing is a type of testing which proves that each function of the
software application works in conformance with the requirement description. This
testing fundamentally includes black box testing and it is not interested about the
source code of the application [10].
All and every functionality of the system is tested by providing suitable input,
verifying the output and comparing the real results with the expected results [12].
This testing includes checking of Database, security, User Interface, APIs, client/
server applications and functionality of the Application under Test. The testing can
be done either manually or using automation.
Functional Testing Process:
1) identify test input;
2) compute the expected outcomes with the selected test input values;
3) execute test cases;
4) comparison of the actual and computed expected result.
According to recent info, our system functional testing was done by comparing the actual results with the expected results manually.
Full result of testing is shown in the appendix.
4.2. Interfaces of Web Application
Fig. 45 shows the “Home page” for the web site of the university. It contains
the navigation bar in the top of the page it contained in the left side Logo for university (Al Ameed University) and contains: “Home”, “Department”, “Contact Us”,
“About Us”, “Useful Links”, “Login” and in the right side we see search box with
button to submit search. Slider in the middle of the main page that show in it photo
of university, and down of slider we show “Services of University” Like (Our Message, Our Vision, Goals) and we can show the “Latest News” about the university
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and can read the welcome word to the dean, and contain the social media that the
user can follow the university, and footer in the end contain (© 2018-2019).

Fig. 45. The home page

Fig. 46 shows the “Login page”. Each user must enter his special username
and password to “sign in” in the windows web application.

Fig. 46. “Login page”

Fig. 47 shows page for “Add User”, the dean can add a new user to system
and give every user special username and password and save all information about
the user, this page controlled by dean only.
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Fig. 47. The page for “Add User”

Fig .48 shows the “User information” this page save the username for student
and the password that is saved encrypted to secure from the hacker and UserType,
if user type equal to 1 it is admin (dean) or equal to 2 it is teacher or equal to 0 it is
student and saved all information about the user, the dean can search about any user
he want, this page controlled by dean only.

Fig. 48. The page for “User Information”

Fig. 49 shows page for “Add Course”, the dean can add a new course to the
special department, special stage, and special semester with the number of units and
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hours and the name of the teacher who teach this course, this page controlled by dean
only.

Fig. 49. The page for “Add Course”

Fig. 50 shows page for “Pass Student”, the dean can pass student to a new
stage, the dean selects many of student by using the checkbox and press button pass
to pass to a new stage, this page controlled by dean only.

Fig. 50. The page for “Pass Student”
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Fig. 51 shows page for “Add Mark”, the dean or teacher can add a mark to
student user, this page contains the name of department and the year and the name,
of course, that student take mark of it and name of student and his mark and date of
mark, this page controlled by dean and teacher.

Fig. 51. The page for “Add Mark”

Fig. 52 shows page for “Add Task”, the dean or teacher can add task to student
user, this page contains the name of department and the year and the name of course
that has the task and task title and the text and date of start and end the task, this
page controlled by dean and teacher.
Fig. 53 “Solve Task”, shows how the student solves the task given to him by
the Dean or Teacher to a special course.
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Fig. 52. The page for “Add Task”

Fig. 53. The page for “Solve Task”
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CONCLUSION
In this thesis presented a database management system. For the purpose of
collect students' data in a server, for Store huge data and process it and for maintaining data and make them more secret and not subject to forgery, like marks, course,
and personal data. And retrieve this data according to the need of it right on time,
this system transferred the work in the university from the paper system to the computer-based system, enabling the user to get access to data through a user-friendly
interface. In addition, this system can promote the management of the university to
carry out its tasks high efficiently. The proposed system is able to reduce the time
and effort required. As well as reducing the number of staff in the paper-based system, and it helps the administration of the university to speed decision-making, implemented proposed system by MySQL database to store data because it has great
capacity and very good services in data management and security it.
To access the database, we created an application where stored and management the data in server by forms, and The portals used the following for enhancing
its look and functionality, Hypertext markup language (HTML) was used for building web pages, JavaScript was used for programming web pages and Cascading style
sheets (CSS) were used for styling the web page. The application is used by three
levels for the user, for each level has an authorization Specific.
For reaching this goal we resolved the following objectives:
• analyzed the problem statement of the application;
• analyzed modern technologies of web application development and
choose which technology for project development was made;
• designed a use case diagram for the system;
• designed interfaces of the application correctly;
• designed a database of the application;
• realization of the system;
• functional testing.
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APPENDIX
Table 1. The protocol of functional testing of the site
No

Function

Obtained result

1.

To view the ” home Any visitor can
page”
view “home
page” with the
list of the main
services and
latest news
about the university

2.

To view the “Contact Us page ”

3.

To view the “About
Us page ”

4.

To view the “Useful
Links page ”

5.

To view the “services page”

6.

To view the “latest
news page”

Wished result

Conclusion

Any visitor
Passed
can view
“home page”
with the list of
the main services and latest news about
the university

Any visitor can Any visitor
view “Contact can view
Us page ”
“Contact Us
page ”
Any visitor can Any visitor
view “About
can view
Us page ”
“About Us
page ”
Any visitor can Any visitor
view “Useful
can view
Links page ” it “Useful Links
contains a list
page ” it conof useful links tains a list of
for users
useful links for
users
Any visitor
Any visitor
can see the
can see the
“services page” “services
It contains a list page” it conof the most im- tains a list of
portant services the most improvided by the portant seruniversity
vices provided
by the university
Any visitor
Any visitor
can see the
can see the
“latest news
“latest news

Passed

Passed

Passed

Passed

Passed
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Continuation of table 1
page “it conpage “it contains latest and tains latest
most important and most imnews about uni- portant news
versity
about university
7.

To allow all users
the authorization to
see the “login page”

The user can
see the “login
page” and enter
username&

The user can
Passed
see the “login
page” and enter username&

The password
The password
to sign in to the to sign in to
web application the web application
8.

To give the user
message while entered wrong
username or password

Any user can
Any user can
see the message see the message If he enIf he entered
tered the
the wrong
wrong
username or
username or
wrong passwrong password
word

Passed

9.

To allow all users
the authorization to
see the “index page”

10.

When the Dean enters the system he
can CRUD courses

Any user can
see “index
page” that contains a list of
the main services
Only the User
"Dean" can
create, read,
update, and delete courses to
a special department

Any user can
Passed
see “index
page” that
contains a list
of the main
services
Only the User Passed
"Dean" can
create, read,
update, and
delete courses
to a special department

11.

When the Dean enters the system he
can CRUD users

Only the User
"Dean" can
create ,read,

Only the User
"Dean" can
create ,read,

Passed
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update ,and delete users

Continuation of table 1
update ,and
delete users

12.

When the Dean enters the system he
can CRUD department

Only the User
"Dean" can
create, read,
update, and delete department
the in university

Only the User
"Dean" can
create, read,
update, and
delete department in the
university

Passed

13.

When the Dean enters the system he
can CRUD mark

The user
“Dean” can
create, read,
update, and delete mark to the
student in a
special course

The user
“Dean” can
create, read,
update, and
delete mark to
the student in
a special
course

Passed

14.

When the Dean enters the system he
can CRUD tasks

The user
“Dean” can
create, read,
update, and delete task to the
student in a
special course

The user
“Dean” can
create, read,
update, and
delete task to
the student in
a special
course

Passed

15.

When the Dean enters the system he
can add a student to
university

Only the user
“Dean” can add
a student to the
special department and a special stage in
university

Only the user
“Dean” can
add a student
to the special
department
and a special
stage in university

Passed

16.

When the Dean enters the system he
can pass student

Only the user
“Dean” can
pass students to
next stage

Only the user
“Dean” can
pass students
to next stage

Passed

17.

When the Dean enters the system he

Only the user
Only the user
“Dean” can add “Dean” can

Passed
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can add a teacher to
university

a teacher to the
special department in university and add
to him a scientific degree

Continuation of table 1
add a teacher
to the special
department in
university and
add to him a
scientific degree

18.

When the Dean enters the system he
can search

The user
“Dean” can
search for any
information in
university

The user
“Dean” can
search for any
information in
university

19.

When the Teacher
enters the system he
can see the courses

The user
“Teacher” can
see all information about
the courses in
the department

The user
Passed
“Teacher” can
see all information about
the courses in
the department

20.

When the Teacher
enters the system he
can CRUD mark

The user
“Teacher” can
create, read,
update, and delete mark to a
student in the
special course

The user
Passed
“Teacher” can
create, read,
update, and
delete mark to
a student in
the special
course

21.

When the Teacher
enters the system he
can CRUD tasks

The user
“Teacher ” can
create, read,
update, and delete task to a
student in the
special course

22.

When the Teacher
enters the system he
can see students

The user
“Teacher” can
see all information about

The user
Passed
“Teacher ”
can create,
read, update,
and delete task
to a student in
the special
course
Continuation of table 1
The user
Passed
“Teacher” can
see all information about

Passed
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all students in
the department

all students in
the department

23.

When the Teacher
enters the system he
can see teachers

The user
“Teacher” can
see all information about
all teachers in
the department

The user
Passed
“Teacher” can
see all information about
all teachers in
the department

24.

When the Teacher
enters the system he
can search

The user
“Teacher” can
search for any
information in
university

The user
“Teacher” can
search for any
information in
university

25.

When the Student
enters the system he
can see the courses

The user “Student” can view
all information
about the
courses in the
department

The user “Stu- Passed
dent” can view
all information
about the
courses in the
department

26.

When the Student
enters the system he
can see the marks

The user “Student” can view
his marks in all
courses

The user “Stu- Passed
dent” can view
his marks in
all courses

27.

When the Student
enters the system he
can see the tasks

The user “Student” can view
his tasks in all
courses and he
can solve the
tasks

The user “Stu- Passed
dent” can view
his tasks in all
courses and he
can solve the
tasks

28.

When the Student
enters the system he
can see students

The user “Student” can see
all information
about all students in the department

The user “Stu- Passed
dent” can see
all information
about all students in the
department

Passed
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29.

When the Student
enters the system he
can see teachers

30.

When the Student
enters the system he
can search

End of table 1
The user “Stu- The user “Stu- Passed
dent” can see
dent” can see
all information all information
about all teach- about all
ers in the deteachers in the
partment
department
The user “Student” can
search for any
information in
university

The user “Student” can
search for any
information in
university

Passed
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